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Abstract 

This study introduces the primary products and features of active sensor-based Level 2 cloud products of the Japanese 

Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). Combined with 94 GHz Doppler cloud radar and 355-nm high-spectral-resolution 15 

lidar, these products provide a detailed view of the transitions of cloud particle categories and their size distributions, as well 

as vertical velocity information. Simulated EarthCARE Level 1 data mimicking actual global observations were used to 

assess the performance of the JAXA Level 2 cloud product. Evaluation of the product revealed that the retrievals reasonably 

reproduced the vertical profile of the modelled microphysics. Further validation of the products is planned for after-launch 

calibration/validation. JAXA Level 2 velocity-related products will be described in a future paper. 20 

1. Introduction 

With advances in high-resolution global cloud-resolving models for climate simulations, there is increasing interest in the 

observation of global vertical velocity and cloud property information. Vertical velocity distributions are important for 

hydrometeor formation (Sullivan et al., 2016) and EarthCARE will provide the first dense global observations. A method for 

the simultaneous retrieval of air motion, particle sedimentation velocity, and microphysics using similar variables obtainable 25 

by EarthCARE cloud profiling radar (CPR) and atmospheric lidar (ATLID) has been developed and tested using the 

Equatorial Atmospheric Radar (Sato et al., 2009). Information derived using this method was used to investigate ice water 

content in relation to convective activity to evaluate an atmospheric general circulation model (Sato et al., 2010). It is 

anticipated that analyses of EarthCARE data will be useful for quantifying the role of vertical velocity in determining cloud 

properties and lifetime. The lidar depolarization measurement is a strong indicator of particle phase, shape, and orientation 30 

(Yoshida et al., 2010). Radar-lidar synergy algorithm with a specular reflection mode investigated the mass mixing ratio of 

oriented plates (2D types) and randomly oriented crystals (3D ice) within clouds (Okamoto et al., 2010) and ice precipitation 
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(Sato and Okamoto, 2011) at each vertical grids from CloudSat and Cloud Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite 

Observations (CALIPSO) data. The recent development of numerical simulations of lidar backscattering for interpreting 

355-nm high-spectral resolution polarization lidar (HSRL) measurements has demonstrated the possibility of deriving more 35 

specific ice habit category information from EarthCARE, in addition to the cloud phase and 2D/3D ice category. 

Measurements from ground-based HSRL support such theoretical studies (Jin et al., 2020, 2022). These unique aspects are 

incorporated into active sensor-based Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Level 2 (L2) cloud algorithms to 

create products that beneficial for investigating cloud formation and cloud-precipitation processes. A preliminary study of 

the JAXA L2 cloud product using available satellite data produced exciting results, displaying a unique geographical 40 

preference for the occurrence and height-dependent characteristics of different ice habit categories (Sato and Okamoto, 

2023). Each component of the EarthCARE L2 products should significantly increase our understanding of the coupling of 

cloud microphysics, radiation, and dynamics. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of active sensor-based JAXA L2 cloud products 

and simulated EarthCARE Level 1 (L1) data. The JAXA L2 cloud product is demonstrated and assessed in Section 3. 45 

Section 4 summarizes the results and outlines future expectations for EarthCARE that has been successfully launched into 

orbit on 28 May (15:20 local time). 

2. Data and description 

2.1 Overview of JAXA Level 2 Cloud Product  

The JAXA L2 active sensor-based cloud product has three different algorithm-processing chains: the standalone product 50 

(CPR_CLP), the CPR–ATLID synergy cloud product (AC_CLP), and the CPR–ATLID–Multispectral Instrument (MSI) 

product (ACM_CLP). Table 1 summarizes the primary cloud products from each algorithm package. Standard (ST) JAXA 

L2 cloud products will be released earlier, and the JAXA L2 research cloud products will be released later and will be 

processed in the JAXA Earth Observation Research Center Research and Application System (ER) or JAXA Laboratories 

(LR). JAXA L2 research cloud products include velocity-related products such as sedimentation velocity and air motion 55 

(Sato et al., 2009) and microphysics obtained using L2 CPR Doppler velocity; details of these research products will be 

reported in a future paper. All products are reported using the Joint Standard Grid (JSG) with 1 km horizontal and 100 m 

vertical grid spacing. Details of the cloud mask and cloud particle type products (i.e., cloud phase and ice particle 

orientation) are reviewed in Okamoto et al. (2024). 
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 60 
 

Table 1: Primary parameters of the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Level 2 (L2) standard (ST) and research 

(ER/LR) active sensor-based cloud products, including the standalone product (CPR_CLP), the CPR–ATLID synergy cloud 

product (AC_CLP), and the CPR–ATLID–MSI product (ACM_CLP). The ER and LR products will be processed in the JAXA 

Earth Observation Research Center Research and Application System and JAXA Laboratories, respectively. ATLID, atmospheric 65 
lidar CPR, cloud profiling radar; MSI, Multispectral Instrument. 
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2.2 Processing flow of the JAXA Level 2 cloud product  

Figure 1 shows the flow of the L2 cloud products. CPR_CLP and ACM_CLP share the same basic algorithm with AC_CLP, 

and in CPR_CLP, the ATLID observables are simulated based on observations to drive the AC_CLP-like retrieval, and 70 

ACM_CLP has additional treatments to handle inputs from MSI. The JAXA L2 Echo product processes CPR L1 data and 

was developed by the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT). The major inputs from the 

JAXA L2 Echo product to CPR_CLP, AC_CLP, and ACM_CLP are radar reflectivity (Ze), Doppler velocity (VD), 

normalized radar cross-section (s0)/pulse integrated attenuation (PIA), gaseous attenuation, clutter mask, and quality flags. 

The inputs from the JAXA L2 ATLID product (Nishizawa et al., 2024) to the AC_CLP and ACM_CLP algorithms are L2 75 

ATLID observables (i.e., extinction coefficient aext, backscattering coefficient b, and depolarization ratio d) and their aerosol 

and cloud components (Kudo et al., 2016; Kudo et al., 2023), the ALTID-only cloud mask, cloud type (Okamoto et al., 

2024), ice particle category (Sato and Okamoto, 2023). The aerosol extinction is used to consider attenuation due to aerosols 

above the cloud layers. The inputs from the JAXA L2 MSI products to ACM_CLP are the optical thickness and effective 

radius of the ice and liquid phases (Nakajima et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2023), which are used to constrain CPR_CLP and 80 

AC_CLP microphysics estimates. The JAXA Level 2 cloud product is further handled by the JAXA L2 four-sensor radiation 

products (Yamauchi et al., 2024). 

 

 
Figure 1: Flow of the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Level 2 (L2) cloud products, including the standalone 85 
product (CPR_CLP), the CPR–ATLID synergy cloud product (AC_CLP), and the CPR–ATLID–MSI product (ACM_CLP). 

ATLID, atmospheric lidar CPR, cloud profiling radar; MSI, Multispectral Instrument. 
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2.3 Description of the JAXA Level 2 cloud product  

The following briefly describes the highlights of the standard JAXA L2 cloud products. The details of each method 90 

are provided in the JAXA Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD). After applying cloud mask and cloud phase 

discrimination schemes (Okamoto et al., 2024), one of the main products of the JAXA L2 cloud product is the ice particle 

category product, which enables a more detailed comprehensive exploration of the dominant ice particle habit category 

contained within each JSG grid. The ice particle categories are identified based on ATLID lidar ratio and depolarization ratio 

diagrams (Okamoto et al., 2019; 2020; Sato and Okamoto, 2023). This information is anticipated to be instrumental for 95 

remote sensing applications (Van Diedenhoven, 2018; Letu et al., 2016) and the development of ice optical parameterization 

(Li et al. 2022) and sedimentation velocity parameterization for use in numerical models. The retrieved ice particle habit 

categories are horizontally oriented two-dimensional (2D) plates and their assemblages, 2D columns and their assemblages, 

bullet rosettes and three-dimensionally (3D) oriented aggregate types, droxtal/compact types, voronoi/irregular/roughened 

types, and fractal type snow aggregates (Ishimoto et al., 2008, 2012). The ATLID-based ice particle category product is 100 

developed and reported from the JAXA L2 cloud algorithms but will also be reported from the JAXA L2 ATLID product 

(ATL-CLA; Nishizawa et al., 2024). This ATLID-based classification method is trained to be produced from CPR 

observables for cloud scenes where the ATLID signals are limited, and is produced using the CPR_CLP, AC_CLP, and 

ACM_CLP algorithms. An algorithm to retrieve the microphysical properties of mixture of two particle types (i.e., 2D and 

3D ice) has been developed for ice cloud regions observed with CloudSat and CALIPSO synergy (Okamoto et al., 2010). A 105 

framework to extend the applicability of the microphysics retrieval algorithm from the cloud region to the entire 

precipitating region in the vertical column was developed by efficiently reflecting the information from the lidar-radar 

overlap region to the microphysical retrieval at the CloudSat or CALIPSO-only region (Sato et al., 2011, 2020). The L2 

cloud microphysics retrieval algorithms further extend previous algorithms and use forward models for each sensor 

corresponding to the derived ice particle categories, i.e., microphysics corresponding to each category can be obtained. The 110 

single scattering properties of ice particles with various shapes and orientations are calculated using physical optics (Borovoi 

et al., 2012) and modified geometrical optics integral equation methods (Masuda et al., 2012) for the ATLID specification 

and using the discrete dipole approximation and finite time domain method for the CPR wavelength, and multiple scattering 

effects are estimated based on Sato et al. (2018, 2019). ATLID σext, δ, and β are used to derive the effective radius and water 

content of liquid and ice clouds, and the synergy among ATLID observables, CPR Ze, and s0/PIA are used to further 115 

determine the microphysics for the entire cloud and precipitation regions (Sato et al., 2018, 2019; Sato and Okamoto, 2020). 

For each cloudy JSG grid, the particle type discrimination scheme (Kikuchi et al., 2017; Okamoto et al., 2024) identifies the 

mixed phase, transition from ice to snow particles, precipitation types, and their co-existence with liquid cloud particles. The 

cloud microphysics scheme considers the maximum of two different size distributions at each JSG grid to provide details of 

the particle size distribution (Table 1.).  120 
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2.4 JAXA joint simulator-derived EarthCARE L1 data 

The performance of the JAXA L2 cloud algorithms was tested using simulated EarthCARE L1 orbit data created by the 

JAXA joint simulator (Roh et al., 2023 and references therein). These L1 data are created using cloud and precipitation 

scenes generated by the Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) (Satoh et al., 2014) at 3.5-km horizontal 125 

resolution, and profiles of aerosol species simulated by the NICAM Spectral Radiation–Transport Model. Random errors and 

noise are added to create CPR and ATLID signals, and the spectral misalignment effect of the visible and near-infrared 

channels is introduced for the MSI (Roh et al., 2023) to mimic actual observations. The simulated L1 data for an EarthCARE 

orbit are divided into eight frames, and 15 frames are simulated to cover representative cloud and aerosol scenes over the 

globe. All 15 frames are used to evaluate the JAXA L2 cloud product. 130 

3. Demonstration and assessment of JAXA Level 2 cloud product  

Figure 2 shows the ice particle category product, which was derived using complementary observations from Cloud-Aerosol 

Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization 

(CALIOP) (Sato and Okamoto, 2023). The CALIPSO data was combined onto the CloudSat grid with a resolution of 240 m 

vertically and 1 km horizontally (Kyushu University (KU) CloudSat-CALIPSO Merged Data set data; Hagihara et al., 2010). 135 

Lidar ratio and depolarization ratio information from ATLID may offer a more robust classification of ice particle categories 

and orientations, and long-term analysis from CALIOP to ATLID will increase the reliability of the product (Okamoto et a., 

2020). The EarthCARE L2 data will be provided at 100 m vertical resolution. 

 

 140 
Figure 2: Demonstration of the JAXA L2 ice particle category product. The dominant ice category type is classified into [1]2D 
plate (pl2D), [2]2D column (cl2D), [3]3D bullet (bullet rosettes, 3D aggregate category) (br), [4] Droxtals (dr), and [5] Voronoi 
types (vr), [6] supercooled water (sw), [7] warm water (ww). The JAXA EarthCARE L2 cloud algorithms were modified to be 
applied to A-Train data, and the ice category classification was derived using Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization 
(CALIOP).  145 

 

Cloud microphysics retrieved from the simulated EarthCARE L1 data are compared with the truth. For the comparison, we 

used the AC_CLP standard products. Figure 3 shows an example of the time–height cross-section of the simulated CPR 
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measurements and the ATLID L2 cloud backscatter for a cirrus case (scene 1), snow precipitation (scene 2), and a liquid-

phase cloud scene (scene 3). Overall, there was good consistency between the simulated and retrieved cloud water contents 150 

and effective radius, where the AC_CLP standard retrievals reasonably reproduced vertical variation in the microphysical 

properties seen in the model (Fig. 4-6).  

  

 
 155 
Figure 3: Inputs of CPR Ze measurements simulated using the JAXA joint simulator and ATLID L2 cloud backscatter product 
for different cloud scenes. (a)(d) Scene 1 is a cirrus case, (b)(e) scene 2 is a case with more ice precipitations, and (c)(f) scene 3 is 
dominated by liquid-phase. 
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 160 
 

Figure 4: Time–height cross-section of (a, c) simulated and (b, d) retrieved effective radius and total water content for ice-phase 

corresponding to scene 1 in Fig.3(a). 

 

 165 

 
 

Figure 5: Time–height cross-section of (a, c) simulated and (b, d) retrieved effective radius and total water content for scene 2 in 

Fig.3 (b). 

 170 
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Figure 6: Time–height cross-section of (a, b) simulated and (c, d) retrieved effective radius and total water content for a liquid-

phase case corresponding to scene 3 in Fig.3 (c). 

 175 

We also performed a one-to-one comparison of retrieved (ret) and modeled (JS) effective radius (reff,ret and reff,JS), ice 

water content (IWC ret and IWC JS), and liquid water content (WCret and WCJS) at each JSG grid for AC_CLP using all 15 

EarthCARE frames of the simulated observation data (Fig. 7, 8). The results showed that for both the ice and liquid phases, 

the majority of the retrieved population of reff and water content lay close to the 1:1 line. For the ice phase, the slopes of the 

regression lines were generally around 0.8 and ice water content had about 14.5% mean relative error and tended to be 180 

slightly overestimated when the ice water content were small (Fig. 7a). The effective radius of ice phase was evaluated at 

small (Fig.7b) and large size ranges (Fig.7c) bounded at 60µm. In the model, three modes (i.e., ice cloud particles, snow, and 

graupel) contributes to the effective radius for the ice phase. Despite such complexity, the mean relative error of the effective 

radius retrievals for the larger size range was about 28.9%, and mean relative errors and the mean bias of the effective radius 

retrievals for the smaller size range were about 18.6% and 7.5%, respectively.  185 

 

 
Figure 7: Scatterplot of retrieved and modelled (a) ice water content and (b)(c) ice phase effective radius. Red and white solid lines 
correspond to a linear regression line forced through the origin and a 1:1 ratio, respectively. Symbols in (c) indicate means and 
standard deviation of retrieved reff.  190 
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The liquid water content retrievals for the water clouds were able to track the change in the liquid water content and 

corresponded relatively well with the model truth. A larger scatter around the truth was observed at larger liquid water 

content range, which was biased low. Further analysis of the model suggested that this could in part occurred when liquid 

cloud particles made a major contribution to the water content, but a negligible contribution to Ze and its vertical structure, 195 

which in some cases the algorithm made a slight misinterpretation when determining their contributions at the CPR-only 

regions. The slopes of the regression lines were also around 0.8 for both liquid water content and effective radius of liquid 

precipitation (Fig.8a, b). For the smaller size range, the frequency distribution of the retrieved effective radius was examined 

since the liquid cloud particles in the model has a constant effective radius of 8 µm (Fig.8c). It was seen that the retrieved 

peak size was close to the model truth and was around 10 µm, which was about 2 µm overestimation, and smaller fraction of 200 

drizzle -sized particle was also retrieved. In future, we will further investigate the improvement in the microphysics retrieval 

when the ACM_CLP algorithm with CPR–ATLID–MSI synergy was applied to the simulated EarthCARE L1 data.  

 

 
 205 
Figure 8: Scatterplot of retrieved and modelled (a) liquid water content and (b) effective radius of liquid precipitation. Frequency 
distribution of the retrieved effective radius of cloud particles is shown in (c). Solid lines correspond to a linear regression line.  

 

4. Summary and Expectations 

This study introduces the active sensor-based JAXA L2 cloud product, which is produced using three different algorithm-210 

processing chains. The L2a CPR_CLP chain produces the standalone CPR cloud product; L2b AC_CLP produces the CPR–

ATLID synergy cloud product; and L2b ACM_CLP produces the CPR–ATLID–MSI synergy cloud product. The cloud 

microphysics scheme considers the maximum of two different size distributions at each JSG grid to treat and capture the co-

existence of cloud and precipitation particles or particles with different cloud phases. For the EarthCARE mission, the 

outputs from the JAXA L2 standard cloud product feature a 3D global view of the dominant ice habit categories and 215 

microphysics, and habit and size distribution transitions from cloud to precipitation. Demonstration of the JAXA L2 cloud 

particle category product using actual satellite data could show different preference for the occurrence of different ice habit 
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categories. Cloud particle formation and growth conditions can be examined further by incorporating EarthCARE Doppler 

information. 

The active sensor-based JAXA L2 cloud products were assessed using simulated EarthCARE L1 orbit data created 220 

by the JAXA joint simulator, covering representative cloud and precipitation scenes over the globe. A comparison of 

retrieved and modelled microphysics obtained using the AC_CLP standard outputs as a reference showed that the retrieval 

reasonably reproduced the vertical profile of the modeled microphysics and the majority of the retrieved population of 

particle size and water content lay close to the 1:1 line with the slopes of the regression lines to be around 0.8 for both the ice 

and liquid phases. Velocity-related products from the JAXA L2 research cloud product and further improvements in the 225 

microphysics retrieval from the CPR–ATLID–MSI synergy will be reported in a future study.  

In addition to assessing the L2 cloud product using simulated EarthCARE L1 data, ongoing studies will characterize 

the product in the framework of JAXA EarthCARE CAL/VAL activity. These studies include the use of ground-based radar 

and synergistic sensors at the NICT intensive observation site (Okamoto et al., 2024), complementary data from other 

spaceborne sensors such as A-TRAIN (Sato and Okamoto, 2023), and a European Union–Japanese collaboration to evaluate 230 

CPR Doppler measurements and precipitation in CPR blind zones over Antarctica. As part of this joint activity, a validation 

methodology for space-borne Doppler radar was developed to obtain an unattenuated 94-GHz Doppler spectrum and related 

information on particle shape, sedimentation velocity, and size distribution at high temporal resolution from disdrometer and 

24-GHz (K-band) Doppler radar synergy through frequency conversion and appropriate sampling strategies (Bracci et al., 

2023). These validation datasets are highly valuable and will be used for further evaluation of the algorithms for EarthCARE, 235 

launched on 28 May.  

 

 

 

  240 
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University (PI: Nakajima, Y. T.), respectively. The JAXA EarthCARE synthetic data is distributed from 
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